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BELL PRO
Exceptionally fresh design and practical functionality

Grand design
Bell Pro Collection is characterized by clean and
graceful lines, timeless charm, harmony of
modernism, elegance, chic and allure.

to ensure comfort and reliability. The mirror will be a
perfect complement to your interior and an exquisite
frame will add some antique note.

You will be captivated by unsurpassed variety of
ceramics with its luxurious and sophisticated design
as well as contemporary functional solutions intended

The collection of ceramic products is distinguished by
unparalleled quality of used materials ensuring
extremely dense porcelain texture. Smooth plain
surface and white purity are achieved by applying
three-layer glazing after accurate grinding.
Shower unit is made from 10 mm thick tempered
safety glass characterized by high mechanical
toughness and thermal stability. Moreover, supreme
leak tightness is ensured during water spraying and
running-off. Additional advantage is the ease of
cleaning by releasing the glass from roller sliders.
You can take a shower with pleasure using shower
system. You will be caught in soft and warm tropical
rain while using a stylish hand shower with 5 switch
modes.
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SHOWER UNIT
Premium solution for a perfect shower: the water flows down the smooth seamless surfaces, there are no
bacteria clump, and the surfaces are easy-to-clean

SUPPLY

Rectangular shower unit ensures dynamic bathroom interior design. Just take a shower
with genuine comfort. Using this model, you may rationally arrange other interior items in
a room.
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Vendor code

: 12040020

Size

: 1200 x 900 x 2000 mm

Warranty

: 5 years

Suitable for

: shower system 12040030

Standard supply package includes: 10 mm tempered safety glass; special self-cleaning
coating; wall-mounted holder; chromed brass hinges with lift-and-lower mechanism and
door position control system; set of wall sections to compensate wall roughness;
aluminum stabilizers; magnetic seals; chromed handle.
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SHOWER SYSTEM
State-of-the-art design with enhanced functionality for comfortable shower procedure

SUPPLY

The product is characterized by robust functionality, flexibility and compact forms. The
shower system will captivate those people who appreciate harmony and exquisiteness. It
is an excellent complement to Bell Pro shower unit.
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Vendor code

: 12040030

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: shower unit 12040020

Standard supply package includes: shower stand; shower head; shower holder; shower
hose (1750 mm); diverter; hose connecting to faucet (600 mm); fixing set.
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SQUAT TOILET
Water flow reduction, minimum cleaning agents used and cleanup time optimization – Bell Pro squat toilet
sets new standards of hygienic procedures

SUPPLY

This model with its flowing lines and graceful bends creates the atmosphere of
sophisticated airiness and dignified splendor in a bathroom. It took a long time to create
the shape of porcelain toilet, and not in vain – the result of work is a fascinating
combination of traditional elegance and contemporary fashion trends.
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Vendor code

: 3301001N

Size

: 680 x 360 x 830 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: toilet seat 33010080; bidet 33010040

Standard supply package includes: toilet tank; Geberit drain valves (Switzerland); toilet
bowl; quick-detachable duroplastic seat with soft-close cover and chromed metal
hinges; fixing set for mounting squat toilet on the floor; decorative caps.
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WALL-HUNG TOILET
Rimless bowl is cleanly washed without splashes at minimum water consumption rate

SUPPLY

Inimitable style and unique design embodied in a plumbing product – models of Bell Pro
wall-hung toilet. This product is a non-compromised solution for those who appreciate
unique style fairly blended with high-tech innovations.
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Vendor code

: 3301002R

Size

: 520 x 360 x 345 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: toilet seat 33010080; bidet 33010050

Standard supply package includes: toilet bowl; quick-detachable duroplastic seat with
soft-close cover and chromed metal hinges; fixing set for the wall mounting; decorative
caps.
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WALL-STANDING TOILET
The model has adaptable design and combines perfectly with any concealed tank system, additional free
space will give new opportunities to bring to life design solutions

SUPPLY

Bell Pro wall-standing toilet is a perfect combination of advanced technological solutions
and remarkable design. It is a key to excellence and harmony in a bathroom interior. The
product is based on Lavinia Boho general concept with focus on quality, functionality,
distinctive design and usefulness.
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Vendor code

: 33010030

Size

: 540 x 360 x 400 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: toilet seat 33010080; bidet 33010040

Standard supply package includes: toilet bowl; quick-detachable duroplastic seat with
soft-close cover and chromed metal hinges; fixing set for mounting wall-standing toilet
on the floor; decorative caps.
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MIRROR
All components are assembled manually and 100% unique

The mirror is an indispensable attribute of stylish interior design. This model transforms
and decorates any room space, whilst antique carved frame creates the atmosphere of
pageantry.

Vendor code

: 12040010

Size

: 1050 х 55 х 960 mm

Warranty

: 5 years

SUPPLY

Standard supply package includes: mirror; fixing set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner

Fabio Zanetti

Catherine Hofmann

Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.
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